
Joseph’s Big Ride
Project Name: Friendships and Bicycles Project Description:

Time Span: Two Days (45 min each)
Grade: 3rd grade
Author: Justine Lasdin Springer & Andrew Cook

Students will listen to the book Joseph’s Big Ride by
Terry Farish and utilize oil pastels to create a joint
art piece about friendship and commonalities and
differences.

Essential Question: Provoking Questions:

What connects us to come together as one working
community?

How are Joseph’s hands used throughout the book?

Do you see how the artist used layers to
communicate expression?

How does it feel to be new to a place?

What would you draw for a new friend?

How can we reach out to each other in friendship?

What connects Joseph to America and to Whoosh?

What connects us as a classroom?

Who has ridden a bicycle? How did you learn?

Did your experience riding a bike feel similar to
meeting a new friend?



Visual Provocation:

Sources:
1. & 2. http://www.terryfarish.com/
3.http://marymaking.blogspot.com/2011/11/ton-schulten-inspired-landscapes.html
4. https://sarahtylerclassroomcreativity.wordpress.com/2012/12/06/115475177915100116_lv9wsdw3_c-jpg/

Maine Learning Results: Lesson Objectives: Assessment Criteria:

1. B1 Students use a variety of media, tools,
techniques, and processes to create original
artworks.

1. Students will use oil pastels on black
paper to create artwork with black
outlines and layered color similar to the
illustrator in the book.

1. Media Skills

2. B3 Students create artworks that
communicate ideas, feelings, and meaning.

2. Students will create a unique pattern
on their paper hand to connect with the
whole class how we are all different and
alike.

2. Making Meaning

3. Diversity 6 DI.3-5.6
I like knowing people who are like me and
different from me, and I treat each person
with respect.

3. Students know people are like them
and different from them by seeing each
other's hand designs are different and
alike in a mural together.

3. Social Justice
Standards-Teaching
Tolerance-Diversity

http://www.terryfarish.com/
http://marymaking.blogspot.com/2011/11/ton-schulten-inspired-landscapes.html
https://sarahtylerclassroomcreativity.wordpress.com/2012/12/06/115475177915100116_lv9wsdw3_c-jpg/


Vocabulary: Materials: Instructional Resources:

Refugee Camp
Friendship
Accomplish
Oil Pastel
Drawing
Illustrator

Black Paper
(Day 1 5”x5” Day 2 9”x12”)
Oil Pastels
Scissors
White Pencils
Glue
Cardboard for Bike
Red Poster board for Bike

Farish, T., & Daley, K. (2017). Joseph's Big
Ride. Toronto: Annick Press.

Direct Instruction: Evidence of Making:

Day 1

5 min Students take a seat on the floor in the reading area.

15 min Teacher reads Joseph’s Big Ride (2017) to students telling
them to look for “Tomorrow, Hey” in the book and say it out loud
when you see it.

5 min Teacher discusses the book with students. Have you ever tried
hard to accomplish something like Joseph did with the red
bike? Who knows how to ride a bike?  Do you remember when
you had to learn how to ride? How do you think Joseph felt to
be in a new place?   Is there something you're trying to
accomplish today that would be hard if you moved? How did
Whoosh and Joseph become friends?  What did Joseph draw
for Whoosh? What would you draw for a friend?



Look at how the artist illustrated this book.  We are going to
make a drawing similar to the artist (black line around layered
color).

10 min Students place name on paper with a white pencil.
Students take a small amount of time to practice medium and
draw with oil pastels.  Draw a bike for a friend. (optional
template)

5 min Students clean up and line up.



Day 2

5 min Gather at demo table, discuss Joseph’s story, recall their
friendship and how even though Joseph came from a different
place how he likes something similar to Whoosh (the bike).
Talk about how we are alike and different using drawings from
previous days (pick out a few drawings to show). Discuss how
we are going to make a mural together with our drawings today
by creating wheels to our bike with our cut out hands. Show
hand bike wheel image. The teacher explains hand tracing to
students on black paper.

5 min Students go back to tables and trace both hands and return to
demo table once done.

5 min Teacher demos use of ruler, texture and blending overview.
While Teacher is going over demo, assistant distributes tools.



20 min Students create unique patterns and images inside hand, after
drawings are finished students return back to demo table to cut
out hands. Students think about one hand as a pattern and/or
design (lines, shapes, color) and the other as something
personal to themselves.

10 min. Students glue hands to bike wheel mural.

5 min. Students clean up and line up.

Clean up: Technology:

Teacher collects work. Students put oil pastels back in the container. Squishy bikes
returned to the bike shop.

Accommodations/Modifications:

Add in toothpicks, q-tips, and rulers if students success with Day 1 on oil colors are successful.
Safety rules about tools reinforced, learning how to share space at a demo table reinforced if needed.
Build the bike with students who finish early.

Use the Bike Blueprint to create a collaborative, interactive display.



Assessment:

Embedded: Students can use oil pastels with the layering of color.
Formative: Students communicate their expression by tracing the hand and creating a unique design on their artwork.
Summative: Students are able to create a mural piece and describe the connection between their own individuality within
the community and engage in discussion about how communities hold human similarities and differences.


